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Introduction

Many clinical studies on breast cancer and other solid tumors show strong positive correlations of high expression of the 67 kDa laminin binding protein (LBP) with poor prognosis, and, more recently, results from SAGE studies which are available on the internet confirm this correlation for colon cancer. The 67 kDa LBP has been shown to be a legitimate target for cancer therapy by the demonstration that reduction of tumor cell expression of the 67 kDa LBP, brought about by anti-sense or antibody approaches does inhibit tumor metastasis in mice. However, current limitations with gene and antibody therapies restrict the use of these approaches for long term clinical applications. Our approach is to use the active conformation of the matrix ligand for the 67 kDa LBP as a template for the design of orally compatible anti-metastatic drugs. This ligand has been identified as a nine amino acid sequence from laminin-1, CDPGYIGSR, and is known as peptide 11. The actual mimetics are designed to represent only the YIGSR region of bound peptide 11, because YIGSR is known to be the minimal active sequence and synthesis of organic mimetics for longer sequences than this is daunting.

The ability of synthetic peptide 11 or YIGSR to block tumor cell invasion and metastasis depends on its ability to interfere with the interactions of the 67 kDa LBP with basement membrane laminin-1. The 67 kDa LBP (a dimer from the 37 kDa LBP gene product) derives from the S2 ribosomal class of proteins, a unique evolution having occurred in the C-terminal domain in parallel with the appearance of laminin and laminin-like molecules. This C-terminal domain has been indicated by us and others as the matrix ligand binding domain. The half-life of peptide 11 (and YIGSR) in the bloodstream is in the order of minutes, consistent with rapid proteolysis. Therefore, in order to develop useful therapeutics, either the biological half-life of peptide 11 must be very significantly extended, or else it is essential to mimic the properties of peptide 11 using non-peptide compounds. The overall goal of this research project is to design accurate mimetics using template-based approaches, and to evaluate their anti-invasive and anti-metastatic activity. If we are successful in synthesizing mimetics with good anti-metastatic activity, this will provide a “proof of concept” for our structure-based design approach, and the best mimetics should be effective lead compounds suitable for going into combinatorial chemistry programs to provide the most effective derivatives.

There are three specific aims which should allow us to accomplish the goal of this research project:

**Aim 1** In collaboration with Drs. V. Copić and E. A. Dratz, of the Chemistry and Biochemistry Department at MSU, to determine the relevant structural characteristics of the ligand-binding domain of the LBP.

**Aim 2** In collaboration with Dr. W. Todd Wipke, Professor of Chemistry and Biochemistry, UCSC, to undertake structure-based design of non-peptide mimetics for the active conformation of peptide 11 using INVENTON, an artificially intelligent computer program for the design of structural mimetic compounds.

**Aim 3** In collaboration with Dr. J. Konopelski, UCSC, to synthesize the most promising structures derived by the INVENTON program, and to evaluate the activities of the new compounds in inhibiting tumor cell invasion in vitro, and metastasis in experimental animals.

---

1 MSU = Montana State University
2 UCSC = University of California, Santa Cruz
Body of Report

This is a highly collaborative project with contributions from five different laboratories and two different institutions. It follows that the “statement of work” is complex, and for convenience of the reader, we re-iterate it below.

STATEMENT OF WORK:

Technical Objective (aim) 1

Task 1: Months 1-15: Determine the LBP residues which interact with peptide 11.

Task 2: Months 1-18: Express the ligand binding domain of the LBP in *E. coli*, conduct multidimensional NMR experiments to determine structural information relevant to drug design.

Task 3: Months 1-15: Provide all relevant information from Tasks 1-2 of this proposal, along with the fully refined bound peptide 11 conformation (*derived from work carried out exclusively on our NIH award*), to Dr. Wipke to improve the peptide 11 template used by INVENTON for the design of peptide mimics.

Technical Objective (aim) 2

Task 4: Months 6-18: Using the artificially intelligent program, INVENTON, design mimics of the LBP-bound conformation of peptide 11 (actually the YIGSR domain from this structure).

Task 5: Months 12-18: Integrate new information coming from tasks 1-3 into the drug design template used by INVENTON.

Task 6: Months 6-18: Evaluate the output structures from INVENTON for potential drug lead compounds. Synthesize the most approachable of these.

Task 7: Months 6-18: Work with Dr. Wipke's group in providing heuristic rules for determining the relative ease of synthesis for output structures from INVENTON.

Task 8: Months 12-22: Provide Dr. Starkey's group with mimetic compounds for limited preclinical tests.

Technical Objective (aim) 3

Task 9: Months 1-12: Test informative analogs of peptide 11 for anti-invasive and anti-metastatic activity.

Task 10: Months 12-24: Test mimetic compounds for 1) tissue culture toxicity, 2) anti-invasive activity and 3) anti-metastatic activity.
Progress on Technical Objective 1, task 1.

Experimental Methods and Procedures

The methodology originally outlined in the grant application was restricted to mapping the contact residues in the LBP by using our photo-crosslinking biotinylated analog of peptide 11. The derivatized LBP and its cleavage fragments would be isolated using monovalent avidin matrices, and final analysis would be carried out using mass spectrometry sequencing techniques. The proposed methodology for isolating derivatized LBP and cleavage products relied on the use of commercially available monovalent avidin matrices. Unfortunately, these gave very poor yields and commercial anti-biotin antibodies were found to exhibit very low affinities. We, therefore, made our own rabbit anti-biotin antibodies for this work. Appropriate antibody specificity was sought using immunizing antigens consisting of biotin and biotinylated peptide 11 crosslinked to an irrelevant protein (KLH - keyhole limpet hemocyanin). After removal of KLH specific responses, we tested the antibodies by Western blot analysis. Good titers were found to biotinylated proteins and derivatized LBP. The antibody still exhibited unwanted cross reactions and was further purified over a peptide 11 column to provide a highly specific reagent capable of isolating derivatized LBP from detergent extracts of tumor cell membranes. Unfortunately, yields of derivatized LBP from whole cell membranes were still relatively low, and we decided to utilize rLBP instead for these experiments.

Because of the initial difficulties with isolating sufficient derivatized LBP from tumor cell membranes, we carried out a series of experiments using phage display mapping to identify sequences within the LBP which interact with peptide 11. This alternative experimental approach cannot provide the detail to identify the actual contact residues, but, nonetheless, provided very useful preliminary data identifying the interacting sequences. The results of this work were published in the Journal of Molecular Biology. Reprints of this manuscript are included with this final report, and the reader is referred to them for detailed methods, results and discussion.

Limited proteolysis experiments were carried out on isolated recombinant LBP using trypsin and elastase. Both proteases yielded useful sized fragments which were purified by HPLC and then sequenced. Interestingly, surface exposed (detectable early in the time course) cleavage sites were found in all regions which were predicted by our phage display mapping experiments to interact with peptide 11. The same cleavage, isolation and sequencing experiments are being completed on photocrosslinked rLBP. Mapping of peptide 11 contact residues in rLBP will not be completed within the time frame of this award, but will be completed under the American Cancer Society grant awarded to Dr. Copi last year.

Assumptions

We anticipated that results from the phage display experiments would identify sequences within the LBP which contain the contact residues for peptide 11.

Results

Specifically eluted phage populations exhibited three classes of mimotopes for different regions in the cDNA derived amino acid sequence of the 67 kDa laminin binding protein (LBP). These regions were 1) a palindromic sequence known as peptide G, 2) a predicted helical domain corresponding to LBP residues 205-229, and 3) TEDWS-containing C-terminal repeats. All elution conditions also yielded phage with putative heparin binding sequences. We modeled the LBP domain, which we demonstrated by
circular dichroism (CD) to have a helical secondary structure, and determined that this region likely possesses heparin binding characteristics located to one side of the helix, while the opposite side may contain a hydrophobic patch where peptide 11 could bind. Using Elisa plate assays, we demonstrated that peptide 11 and heparan sulfate both individually bound to synthetic LBP\textsuperscript{205-229} peptide. We also demonstrated that synthetic PATEDWSA peptide could inhibit tumor cell adhesion to laminin-1. These data support the proposal that the 67 kDa LBP can bind the \( \beta \)-1 laminin chain at the peptide 11 region, and suggest that heparan sulfate is a likely alternate ligand for the binding interactions. Our results also confirm previous data\textsuperscript{19} suggesting that the most C-terminal region of the LBP, which contains the TEDWS repeats, is involved in cell adhesion to laminin-1, and we specifically indicated the repeat sequence in that activity. For details of this work, the reader is referred to the copies of our publication in J. Mol. Biol. submitted with this report.

Limited proteolysis experiments, carried out on well folded samples of rLBP, demonstrated that all three regions indicated by the phage display experiments as interacting with peptide 11, were on the surface of the protein. This data strongly supports our interpretation of the phage display results and is included in a manuscript currently in preparation (see next section).

Discussion and Recommendations

These experiments indicate that peptide 11 interacts with three different sequences domains in the 67 kDa LBP. The data also suggests that heparin/heparan sulfate is an alternate ligand for the 67 kDa LBP. As expected, the ligand binding domain of the LBP appears to be quite complex. Any structures developed for the active conformation of peptide 11, and for the ligand binding domain of the LBP, need to be compatible with these data on peptide 11 interacting sequences.

Progress on Technical Objective 1, task 2.

Experimental Methods and Procedures

Expression of the ligand binding domain of the LBP in \textit{E. coli}:

This work is being carried out in collaboration with Dr. Valérie Copié at Montana State University. The first step in conducting the NMR structural studies of the ligand binding domain of the LBP was to express this domain in bacteria. This allows for heavy isotope labeling of the domain at reasonable cost. The coding region for the full length expression product was obtained from our mammalian vector and initially cloned into the pTrcHis B prokaryotic expression vector (Invitrogen). Top 10 \textit{E. coli} cells (Invitrogen) were successfully transformed, and they produced a protein of the correct molecular weight which stained positively with our anti-LBP antibody in a Western blot. However, the Trp promoter in this vector is not particularly efficient, and only modest yields of the LBP were obtained.

A second vector was then tried. This is the pET-30 vector from Novagen which utilizes the more efficient T7 promoter system. This time, we used CD41 \textit{E. 
coli cells which have been successfully used in our hands to produce isotopically labeled peptides. On induction with IPTG (Isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside), large quantities of the expressed LBP were obtained (Figure 1), and the same was the case for the C135 LBP ligand binding domain. We utilized the N-terminal poly-His tag for isolation of the expressed recombinant protein by Ni affinity (Figure 2). The pET-30 vector contains two N-terminal protease cleavage sites for removing the poly-His tag. Closest to the expressed protein sequence is an enterokinase site. We abandoned this site when we could not achieve cleavage efficiencies greater than 50%. The more distant thrombin cleavage site worked very well with close to 100% efficiency (Figure 3). Biotinylated thrombin is used for the cleavage, and it is easily removed from the expressed protein preparation over a streptavidin column. Free poly-His sequence is removed by a second pass over the Ni column. While, the pET-30 vector system worked well for our protein, the expression product contained too many extra residues. Therefore we eventually utilized a modification of this vector, pET-15b which does not contain an enterokinase cleavage site, and which has the thrombin cleavage site immediately N-terminal to the expressed protein sequence. The molecular weight of the isolated expressed C135 ligand binding domain was checked by time of flight MALDI (matrix assisted laser desorption) mass spectrometry, and the success of refolding the domain by circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy. The recombinant C135 domain labelled well with 15N, a prerequisite for NMR studies. However, while this domain remained well folded at low and medium concentrations, at the high concentrations needed for NMR structure determination, partial aggregation was noted. Comparisons between native and reduced gels indicated that aggregation was in part driven by disulfide bond formation occurring between LBP molecules. We mutated the two Cys residues in the LBP to Ala. The Cys minus expression product did not aggregate as badly as the wild type protein, however, aggregation still made NMR work problematical. Two other approaches were used to improve the solubility status of the LBP products. The limited proteolysis experiments were used to identify more cohesive domains for expression, and LBP domains have been expressed as mosaics with the streptococcal protein G GB1 domain to induce solubility in the experimental protein sequence from some of the domains identified by limited proteolysis.
Assumptions

The only assumption being made for this task is that the bacterial monomeric protein will function like the high molecular weight form of the protein. The only published data indicate that, for binding to laminin-1, this is true. Unsupported statements (no data given) in the literature question this finding. Therefore, we conducted a series of control binding experiments with the monomer. These studies indicated that the recombinant monomer bound to laminin-1 in a qualitatively similar way to the shed 67 kDa LBP. However, the avidity of binding was greater for the 67 kDa mammalian form of the protein LBP.

Figure 4. Circular Dichroism Spectra for (A) isolated mammalian 67 kDa LBP, and (B) recombinant C135 LBP matrix ligand binding domain.
As discussed in the “Methods” section, we have succeeded in generating efficient bacterial expression systems for full length LBP, the C135 ligand binding domain (Figure 1), and several of the fragments identified via limited proteolysis. The expressed proteins are readily purified over Ni columns using imidazole elution (Figure 2), and the poly-His sequence is efficiently removed using thrombin.

After refolding the initially denatured bacterial expression product, most of the CD spectra showed no evidence of random coil structure indicating adequate refolding. The LBP CD spectrum is dominated by an alpha helical profile. Since the majority of the predicted alpha helix is in the C-terminal domain of the protein, we expect a largely alpha helical profile for the C135 LBP domain also. Figure 5 shows the mass spectrum obtained for the isolated C135 LBP domain. Both full length rLBP (Figure 6) and C135 LBP were shown to bind to laminin-1 in ELISA assays. Aggregation of the recombinant C135 LBP domain at NMR concentrations was shown to be partially driven by disulfide bond formation, and approaches have been taken to alleviate this problem. In the last year of the project, we discovered that we could generate a 67 kDa form of the LBP from bacteria when expression was allowed to take place at 15 degrees C rather than room temperature. Comparisons between the bacterial and the mammalian 67 kDa proteins are currently underway. A manuscript is currently in preparation which describes the limited proteolysis studies, the generation of recombinant LBP domains and preliminary NMR spectra.

Discussion and Recommendations

The current bacterial expression systems are working well, and can be used to provide heavy isotope labeled C135 LBP product and other fragments for the NMR experiments. Partial aggregation of the LBP and its fragments at the high concentration needed for NMR work continues to be an annoyance. However, the improved solubility of some of the new
fragments as well as the GB1 fusion constructs are sufficient to allow for NMR structural work. *The structural work is being completed under the ACS award to Dr. Copié.*

**Progress on Technical Objective 1, task 3.**

**Experimental Methods and Procedures**

Although structural work on peptide 11 is exclusively supported by our NIH award, the data it provides is used in this Army project. Therefore, a brief update of the relevant findings are provided here.

Information about the orientation of required amino acid sidechains in the peptide 11 template is critical to the design of active peptido-mimetics. Unfortunately, there are few NMR crosspeaks to the required Tyr, Ile or Arg sidechains in aqueous solution. We took advantage of the fact that the relatively viscous DMSO solvent would slow down the motion of the peptide and allow for better definition of individual structure conformations in NMR experiments.

In this solvent we found a sufficient number of long range cross-peaks to allow for structure determination of the shorter YIGSR peptide. The two-dimensional NMR spectra run in DMSO provided a greatly increased number of crosspeaks, with several additional i,i+2 backbone NOEs over those seen in the aqueous spectra. I,i+2 backbone NOE crosspeaks were found for C-terminal amide to serine, arginine to glycine and serine to isoleucine. The NMR spectra suggested that a water molecule stabilizes the YIGSR peptide by interacting with the tyrosine and the serine hydroxyl residues. Considering all our data, particularly the earlier structure:function studies with numerous peptide 11 analogs, we concluded that the DMSO structure for the YIGSR peptide was likely different from the receptor bound conformation in water. This could either result from "induced fit" on binding, or from DMSO structures being inherently different from the aqueous ones.

**Assumptions**

We assumed that the structure of the peptides in DMSO would be similar enough to the aqueous structures to provide useful information. The validity of this assumption varies with different peptide sequences, but we suspect that the assumption may not hold for peptide 11 or YIGSR. However, if the assumption is good, then there must be induced fit of the docking YIGSR sidechains upon receptor binding. Knowing that such a situation could exist may greatly facilitate future optimization of YIGSR mimetics.

**Results**

It appears that our original structure:function studies provide the most useful information to date for mimetic design. The DMSO structures for YIGSR fail to present the required sidechains in the manner expected from this earlier structure:function work. *Thus, it may be that there is an induced fit of the peptide upon binding to the LBP protein. This would be very important information for future drug optimization.*

**Discussion and Recommendations**
Our additional work on this objective has served to highlight the importance of the earlier structure:function studies on various peptide 11 analogs. It also highlights the importance of determining the structure of the ligand -binding domain of the LBP protein. We are pursuing the NMR studies to do this on the new ACS award, and we have added an X-ray crystallographic collaboration after learning that a Russian group had successfully crystallized the bacterial recombinant protein\textsuperscript{31}.

**Progress on Technical Objective 2, tasks 4 and 5.**

**Experimental Methods and Procedures**

Structural information from the full peptide 11 sequence is utilized because the minimal active domain, YIGSR, is too small to provide sufficient NMR crosspeaks. However, only the structure coordinates etc. for the YIGSR region are used in the drug design process. This provides a reasonably sized template for the design of non-peptide mimetics. Design of potential mimetics is carried out using the artificially intelligent program, INVENTON. The pharmacophore hypothesis provides the computer program with information as to what aspects of the peptide were likely important in recognition and binding with the LBP. The receptor (LBP) sees the shape of the peptide, and interacts with its electron density and dipolar nature. For template-based design, INVENTON uses the field of the template. Clearly, candidate structures must have chemically stable functionality. They must also survive the human digestive system to allow for oral therapy.

Now that we are working to obtain an NMR and/or X-ray determined structure defining the ligand binding domain of the LBP, we will be able to incorporate characteristics of the LBP binding pocket in mimetic design. This was the original way INVENTON was used. The computer algorithms design specific mimics for the detailed bound structure completely automatically using FASM, fragment assembly for construction. After all structures are ranked, individual candidates are examined and molecular dynamics simulations are performed to evaluate flexibility and the ability of the molecule to retain the desired conformation. Dr. Konopelski is responsible for evaluating the probable ease of synthesis of mimetics, and for choosing the actual synthetic approaches.

**Assumptions**

The main assumption in this part of the work is that the program INVENTON will design mimics which are at least as good as those designed by a human chemist. Our experience with the program working on other projects is that this is the case. Furthermore, the program is far more innovative, producing structures pharmaceutical chemists would not because of the biases in their training and professional experience.

**Results**

Dr. Wipke’s group has been working on refining the operation of the INVENTON program, in particular attempting to automate aspects of ranking the prolific output of mimetic structures for ease of synthesis. *We have experienced problems designing synthetic pathways for INVENTON's innovative structures. Indeed, this is the reason why this project could not be completed on time. Candidate 16 looked quite approachable and turned out to be very challenging.*
Discussion and Recommendations

We now have a successful path to the synthesis of the first mimetic designed by INVENTON (candidate 16 - Figure 7). Once sufficient compound is available (currently being produced), for the preclinical work to be completed in the Starkey lab, we will be able to ascertain whether we are close to our goal of providing a sufficiently active lead compound, or whether major modifications will be needed. Future runs with INVENTON will incorporate structural information from the binding pocket of the LBP. We will optimize the mimetic after ascertaining the bioactivity of the numerous structurally related compounds being produced in the Konopelski lab.
Progress on Technical Objective 2, tasks 6, 7 and 8.

The Konopelski team at UCSC continues to work toward the production of sufficient candidate 16 YIGSR mimetic for preclinical testing in the Starkey lab. This compound was initially designed by the Wipke team using the INVENTON suite of programs. The synthetic work was approached from a drug discovery point of view, with the emphasis on the production of a series of structurally related compounds that can afford excellent structure/activity data after testing. The challenge of forming the tricyclic core structure has finally been met, and the last few steps to producing testable quantities of the desired material are currently underway. INVENTON designs mimetics de novo without the bias resulting from the experience of a pharmaceutical chemist. Judging the ease of synthesis of such compounds is problematical even for a very experienced chemist. Candidate 16 proved to be surprisingly challenging, and, as indicated in the earlier reports, the first approaches did not work. Below is an outline of the successful synthetic design:

**Synthesis of the Carboyclic Unit**

The cyclopentane ring of the desired compound derives from a known compound. Dihydroxylation affords a 1:1 mixture of isomers, which can be separated by column chromatography.
Coupling to the Pyrimidine Unit and Formation of the Tricyclic Core

Independently, the isomers are reacted with a pyrimidine unit through the formation of a tin ketal, which renders a bound oxygen nucleophilic. The reaction affords a mixture of regioisomers which cannot be separated without further equilibration. After much experimentation, a suitable procedure for elaboration of the alkene side chain to the alcohol of desired length and formation of the cyclopentanone group was discovered. Further experimentation was required to obtain the desired selectivity in reduction of the nitro group of the pyrimidine ring to the corresponding amine. This reaction is accompanied by condensation of the amine with the ketone to afford the imine, which is reduced to the desired morpholine ring.
Final Elaboration to the Desired Product

1. LDA (2 eq.)

\[
\text{PivO} \quad \text{OTBDPS} \quad \text{Br} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{Br} \quad \text{OTBDPS}
\]

2. DEAD, PPh₃

\[
\text{OTBDPS} \quad \text{BocNH} \quad \text{NH}_2
\]

1. TBAF

2. DEAD, PPh₃

\[
\text{BocNH} \quad \text{NH}_2
\]

Synthesis of Candidate 16 is completed by introduction of the tyrosine side chain and elaboration of the arginine side chain.

Synthesis of a Series of Structurally Related Compounds to Refine the Optimal Geometry for Anti-invasive Activity

Results from the Starkey lab suggested that the isoleucine side chain might act to reduce the conformational flexibility of the tyrosine aromatic ring, thereby positioning the phenol functionality in the proper space for binding. Given that candidate 16 provides a rigid scaffold, the isoleucine side chain is not strictly required. Therefore, we prepared our first compound for testing from commercially available 7 as indicated in the diagram to the left. Mesylate formation and reduction of the nitro group affords lactam 10 as a separable mixture of diastereomers rather than tricycle 11. Treatment of 10 with base affords tetracyclic 12, which has the desired scaffold in place and holds the tyrosine side chain more rigidly than does candidate 16. Removal of the protective groups and elaboration of the guanidine functionality will afford one of
the early compounds to be tested in the Starkey laboratory.

With the synthesis of compound 12, the route to a variety of materials based on the candidate 16 structure is secure. Our plan is to generate a variety of closely related compounds in quick succession so as to produce a body of testing data. These data will then be evaluated to provide insights into structure-activity relationships and guide our future synthetic efforts to even more active compounds (i.e. optimization).

Our plan calls for completion of the synthesis of 13 from 12. This transformation will lead to four compounds, since 12 is actually a mixture of 2 diastereomers, each of which is a mixture of enantiomers. The diastereomers of 12 are easily separable by simple column chromatography, so each isomer is individually taken on to tetracycle 12.

A key compound is 14, in which the phenyl ring is replaced by a phenol to afford a true tyrosine-type functionality.

Compound 17 possesses the complete side chain array of candidate 16, but in addition has the lactam and ester. We have not attempted to remove these extraneous groups since the lactam brings two additional benefits to the design of candidate 16; namely, the extra rigidity in the tyrosine side chain and the presence of an additional chiral center. The ability to separate the diastereomers generated by this new chiral center will allow for a fine-tuning of the phenol position in a way that is not possible with the more mobile ethylene chain of candidate 16.

Assumptions
None
Results

A successful synthetic design has been produced for Candidate 16. As soon as we have sufficient material, this mimetic will go into preclinical testing against human breast cancer cell lines in the Starkey lab. This will include anti-invasive and anti-metastatic testing in SCID mice. Closely related compounds having several chiral centers have also been synthesized. The various stereoisomers can be individually isolated for structure:activity relationship studies. This will greatly facilitate the design of second generation mimetics. The University of California, Santa Cruz has started the process of patenting both the design methodology and Candidate 16. This is essential for any further drug development.

Discussion and Recommendations

Computer de novo design of mimetic structures has one major difficulty. That is: ranking the ease of synthesis of a very large number of candidate compounds (about 2000 per run). In fact, this is the most active area of research for the INVENTON program at this time. Candidate 16 appeared to be readily accessible, but proved to be a major challenge. However, it should be noted that our very small collaborative group was attempting to synthesize a mimetic compound where a drug company would have used many more people working in parallel. It is significant that we succeeded in synthesizing our target compound at a fraction of the cost which traditional approaches would have incurred. It took us much longer than we anticipated, and almost all of the preclinical testing will happen after the DOD support for this project has expired. Nevertheless, as an idea project, we are happy with the outcome: a successful design for the synthesis of Candidate 16 was found, and a number of structurally related compounds were synthesized. Patent considerations require that biological activity is shown for Candidate 16 during the next 6 months, and this is now considered a priority by both collaborating universities.

Progress on Technical Objective 3, task 9.

Experimental Methods and Procedures

Anti-invasive activity of peptide 11 and its analogs/mimetics is tested using an in vitro two-chamber "Transwell" assay. An 8 µm pore size polycarbonate filter separating the upper and lower chambers of a 6.5 mm Transwell (Costar) is impregnated with a 1:20 dilution of Matrigel. 5 X 10^4 tumor cells are added to the upper well in 0.2 ml complete medium, and 0.8 ml complete medium was added to the lower well, and medium was changed daily. Incubation of the "Transwells" is continued for 3 days and cells invading into the bottom well are quantitated using the colored MTT (3-[4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl]-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide) metabolite.

The lung colony assay is used to evaluate anti-metastatic activity. Tumor cells are harvested from subconfluent cultures with minimal trypsin/EDTA exposure. Prior to injection, mice are warmed at 37°C for 30 minutes. A set number of monodispersed tumor cells are injected per mouse in 0.2 ml via the lateral tail vein. Where the experiment requires co-injection of tumor cells with peptide, cells are prepared as indicated above. One mg peptide dissolved in the injection buffer is first loaded in 0.1 ml into the syringe, then the aliquot of tumor cells added in a further 0.1 ml. The contents of the syringe are
gently mixed by inversion and injected as described above. The mice are killed several weeks later and autopsied. All tissues with suspect tumor colonies are rinsed in PBS and fixed in Bouin's fixative for gross and histological examination. The number of superficial nodules in the Bouin's-fixed tissues are determined using a dissecting microscope.

While we conducted most of our preliminary work with standard rodent test cell lines, we are now working exclusively with human breast cancer cell lines. For the MDA-MD-453 and MDA-MD-231 cell lines, SCID mice are employed for the experimental metastasis assays. We selected variants of both the MDA-MD-453 and MDA-MD-231 cells by serial lung colony development in SCID mice. The selected variants reproducibly develop high numbers of lung metastases after intravenous injection. Both of these lines are estrogen receptor (ER) negative.

We have also subjected the ER +ve human breast cancer cell line T47D, to selection for a more metastatic phenotype by a combination of in vivo passage and selection for the ability to invade through Matrigel basement membrane matrix in vitro. The time to first observation of invaded cells in the transwell assay indicates the success of the selections. For T47D cells which were selected in vitro, this time shorted from 10 days to 4 days to 2 days for the three rounds of selection. For T47D cells which had been serially passaged three times in the mammary fat pad of SCID mice, invaded cells were fist seen at 2 days, and their frequency was higher than was the case for the cells only selected in vitro. The ER status of the selected variants is currently being determined. So long as the cells are still ER +ve, they should provide useful variants for the preclinical studies. Since we have determined that shedding of the LBP molecule is estrogen responsive (Figs 8, 9), it is important to test mimetics against both ER +ve and ER -ve breast cancer cell lines.

Assumptions

The general, and unavoidable, assumption made with the animal experiments is that human breast cancer cells will behave in SCID mice in the same way as they do in the human patient. There is also an assumption made that the “Transwell” in vitro invasion assay will reasonable predict anti-metastatic activity. After many years of experience with both assays, we are confident that the two assays give roughly parallel results for the type of work being done on this project. Certainly, the in vitro assay is a useful screen before going into animal experiments.
Results

The NMR experiments, carried out under our NIH award, to determine the active conformation of peptide 11 utilized Tr-NOESY (Transferred Nuclear Overhauser Effect Spectroscopy) experiments where the peptide interacted with purified LBP. Dithiothreitol is used to prevent dimerization of free peptide 11, but was not used in the presence of the LBP which has an internal disulfide bond. Detailed examination of Tr-NOESY spectra revealed that the bound conformation of peptide 11 was dominated by a structure which could not be distinguished from synthetic peptide 11 disulfide dimer. Since peptide 11 can spontaneously dimerize under the conditions used in these NMR experiments, the presence of peptide 11 dimer was initially viewed simply as an unwanted complication.

N-acetyl-peptide 11 was found to dimerize very much more slowly than non acetylated peptide 11 in the absence of dithiothreitol (7-10 days compared with 6-7 hours for peptide 11 at room temperature at pH = 5.0). Surprisingly, N-acetyl-peptide 11 dimerized rapidly in the presence of the 67 kDa LBP.

Rapid dimerization occurred when the N-acetyl-peptide 11 was present in 32 fold excess of concentration over the LBP, and the rate of dimerization was found to increase with increasing concentration of the LBP. Enzymatic activity of the 67 kDa LBP was suspected, and after appropriate controls were carried out, this was confirmed. Thus, the 67 kDa LBP appears to have a sulfhydryl oxidase activity. This activity was demonstrated for shed LBP isolated from conditioned tissue culture medium, for LBP isolated from EHS basement membrane matrix and for recombinant protein expressed in E. Coli. We have succeeded in demonstrating that LBP can facilitate the refolding of denatured RNAase A (Fig. 10), but inhibits the reverse reaction of reducing and denaturing insulin (Fig. 11). The sulfhydryl oxidase activity is most pronounced for the shed LBP (Fig 10).
Since the two Cys residues in the LBP protein are separated by 13 residues, there is no canonical CXXC motif as would be expected for a classical protein disulfide isomerase. Also, as indicated above, we could not demonstrate any induced disulfide reduction attributable to the LBP protein. Therefore, LBP does not appear to be a protein disulfide isomerase. The mechanism of the sulhydryl oxidase activity is still unclear, but we have shown that FAD does not facilitate the reaction. We mutated the Cys residues in rLBP to Ala, both singly and together, and examined the effects on RNAase A refolding. The mutant with no Cys residues was least active, while the mutant proteins with only one Cys residues were of intermediate activity. Therefore, while the Cys residues appeared to be important, we could not demonstrate an intermediate with the expected molecular weight of a mixed disulfide species as would be expected for a protein disulfide isomerase. Therefore, it may be that loss of the internal disulfide bond, which is known to be present in the LBP molecule, changes the conformation of the protein sufficiently to reduce the enzymatic activity.

Our current hypothesis is that shed LBP could facilitate tumor cell invasion. Preliminary experiments, quantitating invasion of DG44CHO cells through basement membrane matrix in vitro, revealed a significant increase of invasion over three days for matrix pretreated with 67 kDa LBP (Figure 12). Addition of shed or recombinant LBP to the medium in Transwell assays also increased invasion of human ovarian carcinoma cells (Figure 13). Given the preliminary data indicating that dimerization of peptide 11 might be involved in the bioactivities of the peptide, we compared the bioactivities of peptide 11, a non-oxidizable monomer of peptide 11 containing an Acm protected cysteine residue and peptide 11 dimer. The disulfide dimer was slightly more active in vitro (anti-invasion) and in vivo (anti-metastatic) compared to peptide 11, but significantly more active than the Acm protected peptide 11 monomer (Table 1, Table 2). The Acm protected monomer was the least active in each case.
Table 1. Effect of Monomeric and Dimeric Peptide 11 on CHODG44 Cell Invasion of Matrigel Basement Membrane Assayed using the In Vitro Transwell Assay

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peptide</th>
<th>% Inhibition of Invasion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peptide 11</td>
<td>51.2 ± 3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acm-peptide 11</td>
<td>11.4 ± 10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peptide 11 dimer</td>
<td>75.7 ± 4.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

100μg peptide per ml medium.
Each data point represents 6 replicates.

Table 2. Effect of Monomeric and Dimeric Peptide 11 on Experimental Metastasis Formation by B16BL6 Cells

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peptide</th>
<th>% Inhibition of metastasis</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peptide 11</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acm-peptide 11</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peptide 11 dimer</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1mg peptide used per mouse.
Mann-Whitney U 2-tailed test. 3n=7 mice.

Discussion and Recommendations
While any experimental data shedding light on the possible mechanisms of action of the 67 kDa LBP in facilitating tumor cell invasion and metastasis is very welcome, the sulphydryl oxidase activity of the protein does complicate the structural studies being carried out on the NIH award. Fortunately, the dimer is symmetrical, so all our previous structural work on peptide 11 is valid. Since the minimal active sequence of peptide 11, YIGSR, is just as active as peptide 11 itself, YIGSR is still viewed as the most appropriate template for drug design. We expect to be able to elucidate why this short sequence is so active when we have determined the NMR structure of the LBP ligand binding domain. Most likely, the longer peptide requires interactions with the LBP at the N-terminal Cys residue as well as docking via the Tyr and Arg sidechains. The smaller YIGSR peptide may be able to fit into the binding pocket without the Cys interaction.

Progress on Technical Objective 3, task 10.
Work on this task will commence with the receipt of a sufficient amount of candidate 16 by the Starkey lab. The University of California, Santa Cruz has started the process of patenting candidate 16 so that further development, which would require the involvement of a drug company, can go forward. UCSC does not usually initiate patenting without financial input from an interested commercial concern, so the action is considered an unusually aggressive move on the part of the university. Montana State University has provided a loan to the Starkey lab to facilitate the completion of this task after the expiration of the DOD award.
Conclusions

Although difficulties with our isolation procedures for ligand derivatized LBP slowed down studies identifying contact residues for peptide 11 in the LBP ligand binding domain, the alternative approach of using phage display studies to pinpoint regions of interacting sequence worked very well. The phage display studies indicated that three separate sequence domains in the C-terminal domain of the LBP could interact with peptide 11, and this work has been published in the J. Mol. Biol. Also, limited proteolysis studies on rLBP were found to be consistent with results from the phage display mapping.

In order to undertake NMR studies of the structure of the ligand binding domain of the LBP at reasonable cost, the binding domain needed to be expressed in a recombinant bacterial system. We have accomplished this for the full length protein, for the C135 ligand binding domain and for several other domains which were indicated by the limited proteolysis studies. LBP domains have also been expressed in vectors (obtained from the NIH) which produce the domain linked by the N-terminus to the GB1 domain of staphylococcal protein G. The highly soluble GB1 domain greatly facilitates initial NMR studies. The *E. coli* strains used, express large amounts of poly-His tagged protein which is readily purified over a Ni affinity column. The poly-His tag is removed using thrombin cleavage, and the molecular weights of the expression products were confirmed by mass spectrometry. As judged by circular dichroism studies, the majority of the recombinant proteins and domains refolded well. Initial NMR spectra are well dispersed for several of the expression products, but even with eliminating the possibility of disulfide driven aggregation, product aggregation is still an annoyance at very high protein concentrations. However, useful spectra have been collected for some LBP domains. We have also initiated a collaboration to do an X-ray structure of the recombinant protein since initial crystallization conditions have been worked out by Sorokin et al. Using both structural approaches, we are confident that the LBP ligand binding domain will be solved.

We now have a successful synthetic route for candidate 16, a mimetic which was designed by one of the early runs of the artificially intelligent INVENTON program. This last summer we thought that we had a correct tricyclic structure, only to find that the chirality of one region was incorrect after NMR analysis. This setback required the design of yet another synthetic approach, fortunately a successful one. The Konopelski lab will provide sufficient material to the Starkey lab for bioactivity testing very shortly. The results of these tests are very important, as they will indicate if the designed mimics are close to a potential drug lead, or if major modification to the INVENTON pharmacophore hypothesis will be needed. Two sources of additional information will guide future work to optimize the mimetic: One will be our structural studies of the ligand binding domain of the LBP, and the other the results of structure:activity studies on the many compounds which are structurally related to candidate 16 and which have been synthesized in the Konopelski lab. The University of California, Santa Cruz has initiated the patent process for candidate 16 and for the design process which was used. This opens the way to further drug development.
The difficulties encountered in designing a successful synthetic protocol for candidate 16 underscored a potential problem with artificial intelligent mimetic design. The INVENTON program is quite prolific in the number of candidate structures it produces. While it is relatively easy to rank these based on fit with the pharmacophore hypothesis, it is very hard to accurately rank then for ease of synthesis. Partly as a result of the difficulties we encountered, the most active area of research for the INVENTON project is currently how to do this type of ranking. Nevertheless, it must be pointed out that we have derived a mimetic and a successful synthetic protocol to make this mimetic at a fraction of the costs which standard approaches would have incurred.

Because some of our initial experiments indicated that the 67 kDa LBP had a sulphydryl oxidase activity and could facilitate dimerization of peptide 11, we compared the anti-invasive and anti-metastatic activity of peptide 11, a non oxidizable Acm protected analog of peptide 11 and peptide 11 dimer. The most active species was the dimer, with the Acm protected monomer being the least active in each case. Interaction with the LBP via the N-terminal Cys residue is likely to be important to ligand binding of the longer peptide 11, while it appears not to be so for the short, very active, YIGSR peptide. Any structure which we derive for the “binding pocket” of the LBP will need to be compatible with these results.

We have selected human ER -ve breast cancer cell lines for reproducible metastatic behavior in SCID mice. This was required for preclinical testing of YIGSR mimetics. We have determined that LBP shedding is estrogen sensitive and that shed LBP may facilitate invasion. To explore this further, we have spent a significant effort selecting appropriate estrogen receptor positive breast cancer cell lines. Therefore, we are now in a position to evaluate our YIGSR mimetics against both ER +ve and ER-ve human breast cancer cells.

**Key Research Accomplishments**

- Successfully identified regions in the LBP protein which interact with peptide 11 using phage display and limited proteolysis experiments.
- Successfully expressed full length LBP, the ligand binding domain, and GB1 fusion domains of the LBP in E. Coli.
- Successfully labelled rLBP with heavy isotopes for NMR spectroscopy.
- Determined which recombinant LBP domains give well dispersed preliminary NMR spectra, and so can be used for structure determination.
- Determined a successful synthetic approach for Candidate 16.
Synthesized a number of close structural relatives to Candidate 16 which will be useful for structure:activity studies to determine the optimal geometry for bioactivity.

Selected variants of the MDA-MB-435 and MDA-MB-231 ER-ve human breast cancer cell lines which reproducibly produce good numbers of experimental lung colonies in SCID mice.

Selected more invasive variants of the ER+ve T47D human breast cancer cell line to facilitate preclinical testing of mimetics.

Determined that cell shedding of the LBP is sensitive to estrogen levels in ER+ve breast and ovarian cancer cell lines, and that this may be related to the ability of shed LBP to facilitate invasion in vitro.

Determined that the LBP has a sulfhydryl oxidase activity, and that dimerization of peptide 11 may be related to its bioactivity.

Initiated the process of patenting candidate 16.
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We utilized a 9-mer random phage display library to identify sequences which bind to laminin-1 and elute with heparan sulfate or peptide 11 (CDPYGIGSR). Laminin-1 derivatized plates were used for biopanning. Three consecutive rounds of low pH elutions were carried out, followed by three rounds of specific elutions, each consisting of a heparan sulfate elution followed by a peptide 11 elution. The random sequence inserts were sequenced for phage populations eluted at low pH, by heparan sulfate and by peptide 11. Specifically eluted phage populations exhibited three classes of mimotopes for different regions in the cDNA derived amino acid sequence of the 67 kDa laminin binding protein (LBP). These regions were (1) a palindromic sequence known as peptide G, (2) a predicted helical domain corresponding to LBP residues 205-229, and (3) TEDWS-containing C-terminal repeats. All elution conditions also yielded phage with putative heparin binding sequences. We modeled the LBP<sup>205-229</sup> domain, which is strongly predicted to have a helical secondary structure, and determined that this region likely possesses heparin-binding characteristics located to one side of the helix, while the opposite side appears to contain a hydrophobic patch where peptide 11 could bind. Using ELISA plate assays, we demonstrated that peptide 11 and heparan sulfate individually bound to synthetic LBP<sup>205-229</sup> peptide. We also demonstrated that the QPATEDWSA peptide could inhibit tumor cell adhesion to laminin-1. These data support the proposal that the 67 kDa LBP can bind the β1 laminin chain at the peptide 11 region, and suggest that heparan sulfate is a likely alternate ligand for the binding interactions. Our results also confirm previous data suggesting that the most C-terminal region of the LBP, which contains the TEDWS repeats, is involved in cell adhesion to laminin-1, and we specifically implicate the repeat sequence in that activity.
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Introduction

Many clinical studies on solid tumors show a strong positive correlation of high expression of the 67 kDa LBP with poor prognosis (De Manzoni et al., 1998; Colnagi, 1994; Satoh et al., 1992; Sanjuán et al., 1996; Daidone et al., 1997; Gasparini et al., 1995; Waltregny et al., 1997; Van den Brule et al., 1994; Viacava et al., 1997; Pei et al., 1996). The 67 kDa LBP was originally described as “the laminin receptor”, but, with the subsequent description of laminin binding integrin receptors, the apparent common intracellular trafficking (Romano et al., 1994) and co-overexpression of the LBP and the α6β1 integrin in some solid tumors (Halatsch et al., 1997), as well as a demonstrated association of the 67 kDa LBP with the α6β4 integrin (Ardini et al., 1997), it is now considered much more likely that...
the LBP modulates cell:basement membrane adhesion rather than mediating it. The fact that the LBP is shed from tumor cells in culture in large amounts proportional to the invasive potential of the cells (Karpátová et al., 1996; Starkey et al., 1999), and subsequently binds laminin-1 containing matrix substrates (Starkey et al., 1999), is most consistent with an activity modifying cell:extracellular matrix interactions. The cDNA sequence of the LBP can only code for a non-glycosylated protein of about half the mass of that observed for the mature membrane and shed forms of the LBP. While the mature protein has been shown to be lipid acylated (Landowski et al., 1995a; Butò et al., 1998), studies by this lab (Landowski et al., 1995a) and others (Castronovo et al., 1991a) have failed to produce any evidence for N or O-linked glycosylation. There is experimental evidence that the high molecular weight mature form of the protein represents a dimer, but no conclusive evidence, as yet, demonstrating either a homo- or a hetero-dimer (Landowski et al., 1995a; Rao et al., 1989; Ménard et al., 1997). The LBP cDNA sequence shares a very high homology with the S2 ribosomal class of proteins, so much so that the existence of functions for the LBP outside of those associated with ribosomal activities has been questioned by some investigators (Hung et al., 1995). However, a detailed study of the evolutionary genomics of the 67 kDa LBP, revealed that a unique evolution of the protein occurred in the C-terminal domain in parallel with the appearance of laminin and laminin-like molecules (Ardini et al., 1998). The subsequent very high conservation of this domain has the hallmark of the acquisition of a new and important function for the protein (Ardini et al., 1998). Therefore, the most likely scenario is that the modern protein is multifunctional, having a role as a ribosomal protein (Ford et al., 1999), and also having acquired a more recent function as a laminin binding protein (Ardini et al., 1998). An interesting hypothesis is that the evolution of extracellular matrix binding activity could have occurred via a chaperone function for laminins (Ardini et al., 1998). Two peptides derived from the C-terminal domain sequence, LBP residues 205-229 (Landowski et al., 1995b) and LBP residues 161-180 (peptide G) (Magnifico et al., 1996), have been shown to bind to laminin-1. In the case of peptide G, there is evidence that laminin-1 binding may be mediated via heparin or heparan sulfate (Guo et al., 1992b). Potential involvement of heparin/heparan sulfate in laminin-1 binding by the LBP(205-229) peptide, however, has not been evaluated to date.

Laminin-1 is one of the major components of basement membranes (Kleinman et al., 1993). It is a large glycoprotein molecule (MW ≈800 kDa), consisting of three polypeptide chains α1, β1 and γ1, arranged in a characteristic cruciform shape. It contains multiple sites for polymerization, interaction with other components of basement membrane, such as collagen IV, nidogen and heparan sulfate proteoglycan (Kleinman et al., 1982; Poschl et al., 1996), as well as numerous cell adhesion molecules, such as integrins (Castronovo, 1993; Shaw & Mercurio, 1994) and non-integrin laminin receptors, including the 67 kDa laminin binding protein (LBP) (Yow et al., 1988). Laminin-1 also contains numerous heparan sulfate/heparin-binding sites (Parthasarathy et al., 1998; Hall et al., 1997; Sung, 1997).

The peptide 11 sequence, CDGPYIGSR, which is found in the LE (laminin epidermal growth factor like) repeat region of the short arm of the β1 laminin chain, was described as the ligand binding sequence for the 67 kDa LBP shortly after the initial descriptions of that protein (Graf et al., 1987a,b; Iwamoto et al., 1987). The proposed ligand function was deduced from the ability of the synthetic peptide to alter or mimic laminin-1 mediated cellular activities (Iwamoto et al., 1988; Massia et al., 1993). Associated with these activities were the ability to block tumor cell invasion of basement membrane, the ability to greatly reduce tumor lung colonization (Iwamoto et al., 1987; Landowski et al., 1995b), and the ability to block tumor angiogenesis (Sakamoto et al., 1991). Anti-LBP antibodies have also been shown to interfere with cell spreading on immobilized YIGSR (Massia et al., 1993). However, compelling proof of interaction of the 67 kDa LBP with laminin-1 at this site is still lacking. Indeed, rotary shadowing experiments appear to show a predominance of binding by the 67 kDa LBP to the long arm of laminin-1 just below the intersection of the cross (Castronovo, 1993). This is a short distance from the peptide 11 sequence in the short arm of the β1 chain. Since the 67 kDa LBP has been shown to bind to laminin-1 via heparin or heparan sulfate (Guo et al., 1992b), and since purified laminin-1 retains some heparan sulfate bound to it (Guo et al., 1992b), the 67 kDa LBP is likely to be able to associate with isolated laminin-1 at more than one site via the residual laminin-bound glycosaminoglycan (GAG) moieties. Synthetic peptide 11, and its C-terminal YIGSR peptide, are currently being actively evaluated by several groups, including us, as potential anti-cancer drug leads (Starkey et al., 1998; Nomizu et al., 1993; Maeda et al., 1998a,b). Should the peptide 11-containing domain of laminin-1 fail to interact in a major way with the 67 kDa LBP, then it would be essential to describe alternative amino acid sequences with which peptide 11 does show a significant interaction.

The current study uses phage display mapping to derive information about ligand binding interactions at the peptide 11 site in laminin-1. Since this sequence comprises only about 0.1 % of the total length of the three chains of laminin-1, it was obvious that specific elution with free peptide 11 would be needed to enrich for phage whose binding to laminin-1 occurred in this region. Several experiments have been reported in which successful elution was performed using specific competition elution conditions instead of extreme pH (Pasqualini et al., 1995; Gho et al., 1997; Welply et al., 1998).
1996). Our experimental design utilized three initial rounds of selection for phage exhibiting any type of binding affinity for laminin-1. This was accomplished with low pH elution which does not put any qualitative constraints on the nature of the binding. By initially eliminating all phage which failed to bind to laminin-1, we felt that this would favor the statistical likelihood of eventually isolating phage which bound to the peptide 11-containing LE repeat region.

In order to assess the biological relevance of the phage LBP mimotope sequences, we evaluated the ability of phage displaying LBP mimotopes to bind to isolated laminin-1. We also synthesized a peptide with the LBP homologous sequence of a repeatedly isolated mimotope, and tested its ability to inhibit cell adhesion to laminin-1. The nature of ligand interactions at the LBP domain was probed using (1) a photoactivatable crosslinking analog of peptide 11 (Starkey et al., 1999) to assess the ability of peptide 11 to bind directly to the synthetic LBP helix peptide, and (2) using a sequence specific antibody for the LBP helix peptide (Landowski et al., 1995b) to evaluate the ability of synthetic LBP peptide to bind to isolated heparan sulfate.

Results

Phage clones which bound to laminin-1 via peptide 11 sensitive mechanisms were obtained, but heparan sulfate binding phage clones could not be eliminated from the selected population

The bacteriophage display peptide library, J404 (DeLeo et al., 1995), was screened for phage that selectively bound laminin-1 at the peptide 11, CDPGYIGSR, sequence. Our experimental design utilized multiple initial rounds of selection for phage with any type of affinity for laminin-1. These rounds were followed by specific elutions of laminin-1-bound phage with excess heparan sulfate then excess peptide 11. Titers of phage were obtained for all washes and eluates, providing information on the relative efficiency of heparan sulfate and peptide 11 elutions. Titers from the elution rounds 4, 5 and 6 showed that we succeeded in obtaining an enrichment for phage preferentially eluted by peptide 11. By round 5, peptide 11 eluted phage were substantially more numerous than the mock buffer (Tris buffered saline) eluted phage, and this effect was maintained in round 6 (Table 1). The relative titers for elutions using heparan sulfate compared to the subsequent peptide 11 elutions are interesting because they stabilize by round 5. In the first round of the double specific selection (round 4), we found that the titer of phage in the heparan sulfate elution was 10.1 times higher than that in the peptide 11 elution. However, in round 5, this ratio decreased to 5.3, and in the sixth round was found to be essentially unchanged at 5.7 (Table 1). The proportional decrease in the numbers of phage which were eluted by heparan sulphate in the fifth round indicated that we had succeeded in reducing the contribution of heparan sulfate binding phage to the specifically eluted populations. However, in later rounds, we did not see any further relative decrease in the numbers of heparan sulfate-binding phage. Therefore, some fraction of the heparan sulfate sensitive binding appeared to be linked to peptide 11 sensitive binding.

To evaluate the overall specificity of the peptide 11 eluted phage sequences, starting with the low pH eluted phage population, three rounds of sequential heparan sulfate/peptide elutions were carried out using (1) scrambled peptide 11 (SRYDGGICP); (2) an unrelated bioactive laminin-1 peptide, AFSTLEGPSAY (Ponce, et al., 1999). For both of these control peptides, the contribution of heparan sulfate-binding phage to the final specific elution populations was very much smaller than was the case for the peptide 11 experiments. This finding supports specificity of the proposed link between heparan sulfate sensitive and peptide 11 sensitive phage binding.

Sequence analysis of specifically eluted phage reveals inserts with similarities for three regions of the 67 kDa LBP

We sequenced the recombinant inserts of 27 randomly picked phage clones eluted by heparan sulfate, as well as 66 phage clones eluted by peptide 11. Thirty eight of the peptide 11 eluted phage clones were from round 6, and 28 were from earlier rounds. In addition, we sequenced the inserts from 20 phage clones eluted by low pH during the initial three non-specific elutions, as well as inserts from 42 phage clones eluted by the irrelevant laminin-1 peptide and 41 phage clones eluted

Table 1. Comparisons of the numbers of phage specifically eluted from laminin-1 by heparan sulfate and by peptide 11 in the last three rounds of selection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Round 4</th>
<th>Round 5</th>
<th>Round 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% phage eluted by heparan sulfate</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% phage eluted by peptide 11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% phage specific for peptide 11*</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>42.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Titers were derived from standard plaque forming assays using E. Coli K-91.

* Calculated by subtracting the % phage eluted by TBS under identical conditions.
by scrambled peptide 11. The only informative sequences from the low pH eluted phage were five clones bearing inserts with two positively and no negatively charged residues (data not shown). Three of these sequences also contained cryptophan residues (data not shown). Heparan sulfate/heparin binding motifs are often characterized by an enrichment in basic amino acids juxta positioned to cryptophan residues (Guo et al., 1992a; Cardin & Weintraub, 1989), and we concluded that these sequences likely represented heparan sulfate-binding peptides. Considering the fact that laminin-1 has numerous heparin/heparan sulfate binding sites, and isolated laminin-1 still has some residual glycosaminoglycan associated with it (Guo et al., 1992b), recovery of potential heparin/heparan sulfate-binding sequences from the non-specific elutions was expected.

Table 2 shows informative phage sequences which were obtained from the specific elutions with peptide 11 and heparan sulfate. Phage clones carrying sequences mimicking three different regions of the 67 kDa LBP sequence were obtained. These regions are: the LBP205-229 putative helical domain, the LBP peptide G domain and the C-terminal DWS-containing repeats. Since antibodies have been independently raised to synthetic peptides containing the sequences of all three LBP regions (Wewer et al., 1987; Landowski et al., 1995b), the random phage displayed sequences which mimic these antigenic sequences can be classified as mimotopes. Amongst the sequenced inserts of the phage clones eluted by peptide 11 in round 6, we found six independent isolates containing inserts coding for the sequence, KPWWRTNTA, which shows a homology with the sequence of peptide G. Three individual isolates of phage carrying identical inserts coding for the sequence, QNTDWLGNL, were also identified from the round 6 peptide 11 elution. This sequence is reminiscent of the sequences of DWS-containing repeats which are found in the C-terminal portion of the 67 kDa LBP. The LBP peptide G region and the LBP205-229 domain have both been previously shown to be involved in binding to laminin-1, while an antibody, raised to the C-terminal LBP region containing the DWS repeats, modified cellular interactions with laminin-1. Our phage display results suggested that the DWS containing repeats could themselves bind to laminin-1. Heparan sulfate eluted numerous phage clones carrying sequences reminiscent of heparin/heparan sulfate-binding domains found in other proteins (Guo et al., 1992a; Cardin & Weintraub, 1989) (Table 2). As indicated earlier, this was to be expected. Surprisingly peptide 11 was also quite efficient at eluting phage carrying these inserts, even in round 6 when the elution pattern had apparently stabilized. This suggests that some peptide 11 and heparan sulfate binding phage are interdependent in their binding to laminin-1. No phage insert sequences mimicking any LBP sequence domains were obtained with the irrelevant laminin-1 peptide, AFSTLEGRPSAY, while only a single sequence mimicking part of the LBP205-229 domain was obtained from the 41 sequenced phage clones eluted with scrambled peptide 11, SRYDGGICP. We were not surprised to obtain this mimic since a

Table 2. Sample mimotopes and putative heparin binding sequences obtained from phage specifically eluted from laminin-1 by peptide 11 or by heparan sulfate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sequence homology with</th>
<th>Sequences from phage eluted by peptide 11</th>
<th>Sequences eluted by heparan sulfate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LBP205-229</td>
<td>RPEERIEEKEQQAAAEEKAVKTEKEOFQ</td>
<td>RPEERIEEK EQAAAEEKAVKTEKEOFQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GPKAVR FOG</td>
<td>DRTAMQVAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GKMMLDRAS</td>
<td>DRTAMQVAA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SHAVYKAV</td>
<td>VVYKISEAG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GGSVAAPAG</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBP - Peptide G</td>
<td>IPCNKRGASVGLMNWKLAREVLMR</td>
<td>IPCNKRGASVGLMNWKLAREVLMR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KPWWRTNTA (6)</td>
<td>GPCCANSWA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WHRTMMWNP (8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FKWMTTRPH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBP - C-terminal</td>
<td>QPATEDW</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DWS containing repeats</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Putative heparin</td>
<td>QN TD WLGNL (3)</td>
<td>SSKHRNSWF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>binding sequences</td>
<td></td>
<td>AKIPAGRE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HARSHYNY</td>
<td>RONRGAVSP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KKWPKPOPK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STEHRFRO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GEMALGQYK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RGGINGVNY</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of multiple isolations are shown in parentheses.

a Residues contributing to the homology are shown in bold and underlined.
b Residues showing homology with the mimotopes are underlined.
c Previous sequence in reverse order.
d Positively charged residues in putative heparin binding peptides are shown in bold.
scrambled YIGSR sequence peptide has previously been shown to retain some, albeit much reduced, activity in other experiments (Yoshida et al., 1999).

**BLAST searches for similarities to phage LBP mimotope and putative heparin-binding sequences**

BLAST searches were run against the OWL composite sequence database (218,197 sequences) for all of the phage insert sequences shown in Table 2 to look for sequence matches in other proteins. None of the phage LBP\(^{205-229}\) mimotope sequences eluted by peptide 11 were found in identical form in the database, and no more than three poor matches in other proteins were found for any of these sequences. No matches were found for one of the phage LBP\(^{205-229}\) mimotope sequences eluted by heparan sulfate. The other two yielded poor sequence matches in two and seven proteins respectively. Somewhat better matches were found for phage mimotopes of the LBP peptide G domain. Two modest and nine poor sequence matches were found for the WHRTMWWW\(\text{P}\) peptide eluted by peptide 11, and two modest and four poor sequence matches were found for the GPGAWWGS\(\text{A}\) peptide eluted by heparan sulfate. Only four poor sequence matches were found for the QNTDW\(\text{LGNL}\) peptide, a mimotope for the LBP DWS containing repeats. No matches at all were found for two of the putative heparin binding sequences, and between two and nine poor sequence matches were obtained for the remaining six phage sequences. In all cases, the proteins in which the limited sequence matches were found were of very diverse functions. Overall, the very limited pattern of “match” sequences obtained in the BLAST searches confirm the likely specificity of the phage sequence mimotopes for the LBP sequence.

**Phage clones carrying LBP mimotopes re-bind directly to laminin-1**

In order to confirm the binding specificity of phage populations specifically eluted from laminin-1, we chose six such phage clones and compared their abilities to bind to laminin-1 with the wild type phage population in an ELISA plate assay. The phage clones from the specific elutions were chosen to represent phage carrying insert sequences mimicking each of the three regions for which LBP mimotopes were obtained (Table 2). As shown in Figure 1, all clones that were tested displayed significantly higher affinity for laminin-1 than the wild-type phage. These data suggest that all three regions of the LBP identified by the existence of mimotopes in the peptide library may play a role in binding to laminin-1, and that each of them may be independently capable of binding.

**Figure 1.** ELISA assays showing the ability of specifically eluted phage clones to bind to laminin-1. The assays were carried out as described in Materials and Methods, and the data shown is the average of replicate wells ±SD. Wild-type M13 phage were used as a control. We tested two clones containing peptide G mimotopes (p18, KPWWRNTNA; p24, WHRTMWWW\(\text{P}\)), three clones containing mimotopes for LBP\(^{205-229}\) (p14, GKMVLDRAS; p2, GMKAVRIQG and h2, DRTAMQVAA) and a clone with the mimotope for the DWS-containing C-terminal repeats (p12, QNTDW\(\text{LGNL}\)). Clones with a “p” designation were eluted with peptide 11 and the clone with an “h” designation was eluted with heparan sulfate.

**Peptide 11 binds and crosslinks the LBP\(^{205-229}\) peptide in a dose-dependent manner**

To further investigate the possibility that the LBP\(^{205-229}\) domain could bind directly to laminin-1 at the peptide 11 site, as has been implicated previously by us (Landowski et al., 1995b), we examined the ability of a photoactivatable crosslinking analog of peptide 11 (Starkey et al., 1999) to bind and crosslink synthetic LBP\(^{205-229}\) peptide in an ELISA assay, as described in Materials and Methods. In our previous studies (Starkey et al., 1999), we demonstrated the exquisite specificity of the peptide 11-based photoprobe. Using a Western protocol, we showed that, of the very large number of proteins present in an NP-40 detergent extract of tumor cell membranes, only one was biotinylated by this reagent. The biotinylated protein was of the correct molecular weight for the LBP. Figure 2 shows the dose dependent crosslinking of the peptide 11 analog to the LBP \(\text{P}\(^{205-229}\) peptide. We repeated this assay three times, and, in each case, maximal crosslinking was obtained close to the LBP\(^{205-229}\) peptide concentration shown in Figure 2, with crosslinking decreasing appreciably at higher concentrations. We have examined the LBP\(^{205-229}\) peptide using circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy and two dimensional proton NMR spectroscopy. At modest concentrations, the peptide exhibits a CD spectrum consistent with predominantly alpha helical structure (data not shown). However, at the higher concentrations needed for NMR spec-
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Figure 2. ELISA plate assay showing binding and crosslinking of the peptide 11 based photoactivatable analog to synthetic LBP<sub>205-229</sub> peptide. Synthetic LBP<sub>205-229</sub> peptide was allowed to bind to positively charged Primaria<sup>®</sup> plates as described in the Materials and Methods. The peptide 11 based photoprobe was added, and the plates UV irradiated as described in the Materials and Methods. Bound photoprobe was quantitated using avidin neutralite followed by biotinylated alkaline phosphatase and disodium p-nitrophenyl phosphate chromogenic substrate. Four replicates were used per dilution and the data shown is the average of the replicates ±SD. The irrelevant peptide target, included as a specificity control was the laminin-1 peptide, AFSTLEGRPSAY. The maximum specific absorbance obtained from wells coated with 12.5 µg per well of the control peptide is shown.

ELISA assay showing binding and crosslinking of the peptide 11 based photoactivatable analog to synthetic LBP<sub>205-229</sub> peptide. Synthetic LBP<sub>205-229</sub> peptide was allowed to bind to positively charged Primaria<sup>®</sup> plates as described in the Materials and Methods. The peptide 11 based photoprobe was added, and the plates UV irradiated as described in the Materials and Methods. Bound photoprobe was quantitated using avidin neutralite followed by biotinylated alkaline phosphatase and disodium p-nitrophenyl phosphate chromogenic substrate. Four replicates were used per dilution and the data shown is the average of the replicates ±SD. The irrelevant peptide target, included as a specificity control was the laminin-1 peptide, AFSTLEGRPSAY. The maximum specific absorbance obtained from wells coated with 12.5 µg per well of the control peptide is shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>µg LBP&lt;sub&gt;205-229&lt;/sub&gt; Applied per Well</th>
<th>Peptide 11 Analog Crosslinked (Specific Absorbance λ = 405)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2.** ELISA plate assay showing binding and crosslinking of the peptide 11 based photoactivatable analog to synthetic LBP<sub>205-229</sub> peptide. Synthetic LBP<sub>205-229</sub> peptide was allowed to bind to positively charged Primaria<sup>®</sup> plates as described in the Materials and Methods. The peptide 11 based photoprobe was added, and the plates UV irradiated as described in the Materials and Methods. Bound photoprobe was quantitated using avidin neutralite followed by biotinylated alkaline phosphatase and disodium p-nitrophenyl phosphate chromogenic substrate. Four replicates were used per dilution and the data shown is the average of the replicates ±SD. The irrelevant peptide target, included as a specificity control was the laminin-1 peptide, AFSTLEGRPSAY. The maximum specific absorbance obtained from wells coated with 12.5 µg per well of the control peptide is shown.

- **troscopy**, the NMR spectrum suggested significant aggregation of the peptide (data not shown). Such aggregation might be expected from the highly charged nature of the peptide, and it would also be expected to interfere with binding interactions to other ligands. We feel that the decrease in apparent ligand binding at higher LBP<sub>205-229</sub> peptide concentrations in the ELISA assay is probably due to aggregation of the LBP<sub>205-229</sub> peptide. Nevertheless, at favorable concentrations, the peptide 11 analog clearly bound and crosslinked to the LBP<sub>205-229</sub> peptide in a dose dependent and reproducible manner.

**Modeling of the LBP<sub>205-229</sub> peptide sequence reveals potential heparin binding characteristics**

Heparin binding protein domains are frequently helical with positive charges occurring close together on one side of the helix (Cardin & Weintraub, 1989; Deprez & Inestrosa, 1995). The LBP<sub>205-229</sub> region is predicted to be mainly alpha helical (Landowski et al., 1995b), and a synthetic peptide with this sequence gives a strong α-helical signal by CD (data not shown). When a helical wheel plot of the relevant sequence was evaluated, we found that three positively charged Lys residues occurred on one side of the helix (Figure 3). Negatively charged Glu residues flank two of the Lys residues in the helical conformation (Figure 3). By examining the linear sequence and the helical wheel plot, we could not readily anticipate the likely relationship of the three positively charged Lys sidechains to each other, and to the sidechains of the negatively charged Glu residues. We, therefore, modeled the three-dimensional structure using the InsightII and Discover programs (MSI). After running a molecular dynamics experiment and conducting energy minimization on the resultant structures, as described in Materials and Methods, we evaluated the final low energy structure as an example of a possible conformation for this domain of the 67 kDa LBP. Opposite sides of this potential structure are shown in Figure 4. Overall, the structure exhibited a helical backbone bent into a shallow comma shape (data not shown). Figure 4(a) shows the putative heparin/heparan sulfate-binding side of the helix. From this type of modeling, we were able to deduce that the sidechains of the three positively charged Lys residues discussed above are likely to project together in a longitudinal linear array down one face of the helix. Negatively charged sidechains flank this linear array. We concluded that this side of the helix probably could bind heparin or heparan sulfate. However, the closeness of the negatively charged residues would likely reduce the avidity of binding, and could provide for conformationally dependent binding. The other side of the helix (Figure 4(b)) shows a relative paucity of positively charged residue sidechains. Towards the C terminus, there exists a hydrophobic patch including a phenyl alanine sidechain. This hydrophobic patch is compatible with a docking site for peptide 11. It is known that the tyrosine residue in peptide 11 must be solvent exposed for bioactivity (Kawasaki et al., 1994; Maeda et al., 1994; Zhao et al., 1994; Starkey et al., 1998), and it is very likely that its sidechain docks to peptide 11 binding proteins (Starkey et al., 1998).

**Synthetic LBP<sub>205-229</sub> peptide binds to isolated heparan sulfate**

We utilized an ELISA plate assay to determine if isolated heparan sulfate could bind to synthetic LBP<sub>205-229</sub>. Increasing concentrations of isolated
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Figure 3. Helical wheel plot for LBP^{208-225}. The start and end residues as well as the positively charged Lys residues are indicated by residue number or + as appropriate.

Figure 4. Computer based model of the LBP^{205-229} domain. The structure is shown after a molecular dynamics simulation and extensive energy minimization. (a) Putative heparin-binding side, and, (b) putative peptide 11 binding side. Residues with positively charged side-chains (blue) and residues with negatively charged side-chains (red).

Heptan sulfate were allowed to bind to positively charged Primaria mouse tissue culture 96-well plates as described in Materials and Methods. One hundred micrograms of synthetic LBP^{205-229} peptide was added per well, and the amount bound determined using our rabbit sequence specific antibody raised against this peptide (Landowski et al., 1995a,b). An irrelevant peptide from the protein kinase C sequence, H-C-{STYTPFVIANV-OH}, and an antibody specific for this peptide were used to assess the potential for non-specific binding to heparan sulfate in the ELISA assay. Minimal binding to the target plate was observed for this peptide, and binding did not increase with increasing amounts of heparan sulfate. Specific binding of the LBP^{205-229} peptide to heparan sulfate was observed, and increased with increasing concentration of heparan sulfate to a plateau at 4 μg heparan sulfate per well (Figure 5). This experiment was repeated twice with similar results, and indicates that synthetic LBP^{205-229} peptide can bind isolated heparan sulfate as is predicted by the phage display experiments and modeling studies reported in this manuscript.

Synthetic QPATEDWSA peptide inhibits cell adhesion to laminin-1

In the course of sequencing of the recombinant inserts of the 38 phage specifically eluted by peptide 11 in round 6, we observed a sequence QNTDNLGNL in three individual isolates (Table 2). This peptide exhibits a sequence similarity to the TEDWS sequence which is repeated with minor variations five times within the most C-terminal domain of the LBP. To determine the biological relevance of this sequence, we synthesized a peptide derived from the LBP with the sequence of the third repeat, QPATEDWSA, and tested its ability to interfere with cell adhesion to laminin-1.

Laminin-1 was coated on the wells of a 96 well tissue culture plate as described in Materials and Methods, and the QPATEDWSA peptide was used at a concentration of 100 μg/ml. Cell attachment was measured at several time points from 5 to 120 minutes after cell addition using the MTT (3-[4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl]-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide) metabolite to quantitate adherent cells. Three tumor cell lines were assayed. B16BL6 mouse melanoma cells were used as a representative highly invasive and metastatic cell line, and DG44CHOwt and DG44CHO{6β1} as Chinese hamster ovary cell variants exhibiting modest and high co-expression of the 67 kDa LBP and the 6β1 laminin-specific integrin (Starkey et al., 1999). For B16BL6 cells, a clear inhibition of attachment was evident by ten minutes after addition of the cells in the presence of the synthetic peptide, and this became more intense by 15 minutes after addition of the cells (Figure 6). At later time points, the difference between peptide treated and control cells gradually diminished. A similar profile for inhibition of the rate of attachment was seen for DG44CHOwt cells in the presence of the
QPATEDWSA peptide (Figure 6). The scrambled peptide, WAQADSTPE did not inhibit binding of DG44CHOwt cells to laminin-1 (Figure 6), supporting the importance of the QPATEDWSA sequence to bioactivity of the peptide. DG44CHO cells attach more slowly to laminin-1 than do B16BL6 cells. Therefore, the 30 minute time point for DG44CHO cells is roughly equivalent to the 15 minute time point which is shown for B16BL6 cells. The synthetic peptide had no apparent effect of the attachment of DG44CHOx6f1 cells (Figure 6). Since these cells express much more 67 kDa LBP and x6f1 integrin receptor than the DG44CHOwt cells (Starkey et al., 1999), the simplest explanation for their lack of sensitivity to the effects of the QPATEDWSA peptide, is that the amount of peptide present was insufficient to affect the large number of laminin binding proteins expressed by these cells. These results support a direct interaction of the QPATEDWSA peptide with cellular laminin-1 binding proteins, but does not indicate whether the 67 kDa LBP or the x6f1 integrin is involved.

**Discussion**

Screening of random sequence phage display peptide libraries is a powerful technique which allows for mapping of the regions on a protein surface which are involved in protein-protein interactions (DeLeo et al. 1995; van Zonneveld et al., 1995; James et al., 1997). Since it was first described in 1990 (Scott & Smith, 1990; Devlin et al., 1990), it has rapidly become a tool of choice for investigators seeking to identify interfacial sequences between proteins (DeLeo et al., 1995; James et al., 1997) and for epitope mapping (Ryan et al., 1998; Fack et al., 1997; Henderikx et al., 1998; Tarassishin et al., 1999). Phage display experiments have been used in a variety of systems, including mapping of protein-protein interactions involved in cell adhesion (O’Neil et al., 1994; Koivunen et al., 1994; Ryan et al., 1998; Welplpy et al., 1996; Healy et al., 1995; Kraft et al., 1999). Our preliminary data indicated that populations of phage eluted by peptide 11 immediately after the non-specific elution rounds expressed inserts which were dominated by sequences containing tryptophan residues, aromatic and positively charged residues. Heparan/heparin-binding motifs are often characterized by enrichment in basic amino acids juxta positioned to tryptophan residues (Guo et al., 1992a; Cardin & Weintraub, 1989), and it appeared likely that these sequences represented heparin-binding peptides. By employing serial specific elutions, consisting of heparan sulfate followed by peptide 11 elutions, we managed to eliminate a subpopulation of phage whose binding to laminin-1 is dependent on GAG. In this way, we largely overcame the predominance of putative heparin-binding phage recovered from elution with peptide 11. Putative heparin-binding phage dominated the early rounds of elution from laminin-1, to the extent that in the first round of specific selection 91% of the total eluted phage were recovered in the heparan sulfate fraction. Further selection with peptide 11 elution resulted in a significant reduction of phage in the heparan sulfate eluate. However, a heparan sulfate labile population persisted in the later rounds suggesting that peptide 11 itself could destabilize binding of this class of phage. Additional studies will be needed to ascertain if these particular phage clones bind to one or more sites on isolated laminin-1 and its residual associated GAG.

**Figure 5.** ELISA plate assay showing binding of synthetic LBP^205-229_ peptide to heparan sulfate bound to a positively charged Primaria® plate. Binding of the synthetic LBP^205-229_ peptide was quantitated using our LBP^205-229_ specific rabbit antibody, followed by alkaline phosphatase conjugated anti-rabbit IgG and the chromogenic p-nitrophenyl phosphate substrate. Each data point represents the average of six replicates ±SEM.
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Figure 6. Cell adhesion assay to laminin-1 coated on a 96-well tissue culture plate as described in Materials and Methods. Data is shown for B16BL6 mouse melanoma cells and for two variants of the DG44CHO chines hamster ovary cell line. The number of adherent cells was quantitated using the MTT assay, and data is shown for various time points in the presence and the absence of the QPATEDWSA synthetic peptide. The scrambled sequence peptide, WAQADSTPE, was used as a sequence specificity control. The data shown is the average of six replicate wells ±SEM. Statistics were calculated using a t-test. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01 and ***p < 0.001. NS = no statistical difference between data sets.

of the LBP. Although an antibody raised to a 20 residue long LBP peptide containing a single DWS repeat has been shown to disrupt cell binding to laminin-1 (Wewer et al., 1987), no bioactivity had been ascribed to the repeat sequence itself. In the current report, we show that a peptide consisting of only this sequence does reduce the rate of cell binding to laminin-1 (Figure 6), so the repeat sequence is likely responsible for bioactivity of this region.

All residues involved in protein:protein interactions need not be mimicked by a single recombinant phage insert. The primary limitation is the size of the insert in the phage display peptide library that is utilized. It has been reported that some interacting surfaces simply cannot be adequately mapped using libraries with short (6 residues long) inserts, while libraries with longer (12-20 residues) inserts produce reliable mapping (Stephen et al., 1995). In the current project, we used a library with 9-mer inserts, which carries some limitation on the size of epitope that can be mimicked by a single phage. We observed stretches of homology covering, at best, five continuous residues. Further, the sequences that we did obtain fell into the class of mimotopes. Amongst the phage that mimic the LBP\textsuperscript{205-229} region most homology is found with the region comprised by the K\textsuperscript{205} AVT\textsuperscript{223} residues. Interestingly, this same quadruplet is mimicked both by phage eluted by peptide 11 and by phage eluted by heparan sulfate. While heparan sulfate did elute some phage with putative heparin binding characteristics, none of these had any linear sequence homology with the LBP\textsuperscript{205-229}. It is not clear why numerous sequences with homology to the LBP\textsuperscript{205-229} were found in the heparan sulfate eluate from round six. It is possible that excess free heparan sulfate might interact with the heparin binding site in the proximal globular domain on the laminin β1 chain, causing a structural change in the LE repeats where the peptide 11 sequence is located. Such a conformational change might result in release of phage bound to the LE repeat through LBP\textsuperscript{205-229}-like sequences.

We obtained mimotopes for part of the LBP\textsuperscript{161-180} region (peptide G). Interestingly, these mimotopes were seen in inserts from phage isolated from both peptide 11 and heparan sulfate eluates. As indicated earlier, we expected to see sequences with similarities to peptide G in the heparan sulfate eluates. Their presence in phage from the peptide 11 eluates was not expected, especially since peptide G was previously shown to interact with laminin-1 in a YIGSR-independent manner (Castronovo et al., 1991b). One possible explanation for this apparent discrepancy with our phage display findings could result from effects which peptide G is suspected to have on the conformation of laminin-1 (Magnifico et al., 1996). These conformational changes have been proposed to explain the fact that pre-treatment of laminin with peptide G in solution increases its binding to the cell surface, probably by exposing conditional receptor binding sites within laminin-1 (Magnifico et al., 1996). Elution of LBP\textsuperscript{205-229}-like sequences from the peptide 11-containing site on laminin-1 could cause conformational changes in the nearby heparan sulfate binding domain of the laminin β1 chain. However, ligand photo-crosslinking and site-directed mutagenesis experiments will be needed to determine if one or more binding sites
in laminin-1 are involved in binding by the phage clones examined in the current study.

The phage display mapping reported in this manuscript strongly suggests that peptide 11 interacts with the LBP205-229 region. To test how these observations can be accommodated by the likely structure of this region, we performed computer simulated modeling experiments of this region. As shown in Figure 4(b) hydrophobic stretches 218-221 and 221-222 contribute residues to a hydrophobic pocket on the surface of the α-helix. The aromatic F227 side-chain also faces into this pocket. On the N-terminal side, this pocket is flanked by K219, and on the C-terminal end by E225. Peptide 11, CDPGYIGSR, contains a negatively charged residue in the second position and a C-terminal positively charged residue. Both charged residues are required for bioactivity (Starkey et al., 1998) and may contribute to ligand binding. Therefore, it is possible that LBP residues K212 and E225 provide electrostatic attraction for peptide 11. The binding could be further stabilized by stacking of the aryl rings of peptide 11 Y5 and LBP F227. Our hypothesis that LBP205-229 is indeed a binding site for peptide 11 is supported by these simulations, and by the results of our ELISA experiment showing direct binding of the peptide 11 photo-crosslinking analog with the LBP205-229 peptide (Figure 2).

As indicated in the results section, the opposite side of the LBP205-229 helix demonstrates some features expected in a heparin-binding domain. A primary requirement for a “canonical” heparin binding site is significant enrichment in basic amino acid, and the binding domain is frequently helical in conformation (Cardin & Weintraub, 1989). The basic amino acid residues appear on the same side of the helix, forming a positively charged surface (Cardin & Weintraub, 1989). As shown in Figure 4(a), K212, K220 and K224 face the same side of the helix to form a linear array of positive charges. Therefore, this side of the LBP205-229 helix could, theoretically, bind heparin or heparan sulfate. Our ELISA assay confirmed that synthetic LBP205-229 could bind to immobilized heparan sulfate. From previous reports (Guo et al., 1992b) we know that the binding of LBP to laminin via peptide G is mediated by heparan sulfate. Hence the presence of potential heparan sulfate binding domain on the “reverse” side of the LBP205-229 helix may also be biologically relevant.

Overall, the results presented in this manuscript indicate that binding of the 67 kDa LBP to laminin-1 is likely to be more complex than was previously thought. Heparan sulfate is probably an important alternative ligand, interacting not only with the peptide G sequence but also with LBP205-229. Based on the fact that peptide 11 can elute mimotopes of sequences found in the cDNA for the LBP, the peptide 11 sequence in laminin-1 would appear to be a binding site for the LBP. This has been questioned based on the results of rotary shadowing experiments where the dominant site for binding was shown to be on the long arm of laminin-1 at a short distance from the peptide 11 site (Castronovo, 1993). In this earlier experiment, the fact that the LBP might exhibit binding to more than one site on this very large molecule was not fully considered. Indeed, the several heparin-binding sites present in laminin-1 make it likely that an isolated protein with heparin-binding characteristics would bind to multiple sites, albeit perhaps with different affinities. The most convincing argument for the importance of the peptide 11 sequence is the bioactivity of the synthetic peptide in inhibiting cellular activities dependent on interaction with laminin-1. If this sequence did not interact with the 67 kDa LBP, it would be necessary to postulate the involvement of another peptide 11 binding protein(s). Our own studies have shown that a photo-crosslinking peptide 11 analog only reacts with one detergent-extractable membrane protein with a mass appropriate for the 67 kDa LBP (Starkey et al., 1999). However, although this finding and the evidence presented in the current manuscript strongly supports interaction of the 67 kDa LBP with the peptide 11-containing region of laminin-1, other approaches including additional analytical crosslinking experiments will need to be pursued to conclusively prove this.

Materials and Methods

Cell lines and tissue culture conditions

The highly invasive and metastatic murine melanoma cell line, B16BL6 (Post et al., 1980), was obtained from the Mason Research Institute, Worcester, MA. The B16BL6 cells were propagated in RPMI 1640 medium (Sigma) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco), 5 µg/ml insulin and cover antibiotics. The DG44 variant of the CHO (Chinese hamster ovary) cell line was kindly provided by Dr L. Chasin of Columbia University. These cells are double mutants for the dihydrofolate reductase gene, and are used for methotrexate amplification of expression systems previously introduced along with a dhfr expression vector. Wild-type cells were propagated in αMEM medium (Sigma) containing 10% fetal bovine serum, hypoxanthine and thymidine, 5 µg/ml insulin and cover antibiotics. Generation of the DG44CHO 2681 cells which overexpress the human α6 and β1 integrin chains is fully described by Starkey et al. (1999). Since these cells are methotrexate amplified for G418-selectable expression vectors, they are propagated in αMEM containing 60 µM methotrexate and 400 µg/ml G418 as well as 10% dialyzed fetal bovine serum, 5 µg/ml insulin and cover antibiotics. Both the DG44CHO and the DG44CHO2681 cell lines are highly invasive and metastatic in SCID mice.

The 9-mer random sequence phage display library

The J404 random sequence phage display library was generously donated by its creator, Dr Jim Burritt, Montana State University. The library was constructed by insertion of 27 bp synthetic oligonucleotides coding for random amino acids at the amino terminus of the minor phage coat protein III (Burritt et al. 1996). The chemical diversity of the library is estimated to be 5.7 x 108. The
library was provided as primary unamplified stock. Unmodified M13 phage was used as the wild type in our experiments. J404 is expressed in the phage display vector, M13K8st, a filamentous M13 bacteriophage carrying a gene for kanamycin resistance. The bacteriophage was propagated in K91 Escherichia coli cells, and plaque assays were used to titrate the phage.

Reagents used in the biopanning and ELISA assays

Mouse EHS laminin-1 was purchased from Gibco Life Technologies (Grand Island, NY). Since all commercially available laminin-1 contains residual heparan sulfate bound to it (Guo et al., 1992b), and, since it is far too expensive to remove it enzymatically, it is reasonable to assume that a small amount of heparan sulfate was present in all experiments, described in this manuscript, which utilized laminin-1. Bovine kidney heparan sulfate was purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO), and heparan sulfate from bovine lens capsule was isolated by us as described in (Robertson et al., 1989).

Peptide 11 (CDPGYIGSR) was synthesized at the Montana State University peptide synthesis facility on a Milligen 9050 automated peptide synthesizer using standard Fmoc chemistry with an amide carboxy terminus using PAL resin. The peptide was purified to homogeneity using a C18 reverse phase HPLC column (Vydac, Hesperia, CA), and the molecular weight verified using electrospray mass spectrometry. Peptide QPATEDWSA was purchased from Commonwealth Biotechnologies (Richmond, VA), and peptide LBP was purchased from RDPEEKEEK-AIAEAKVKEFFQGQ, laminin-1 peptide ASTLTE-GRPSAY, scrambled peptide 11 (SKYDDGCIP) and scrambled QPATEDWSA (WAQADSTPE) were purchased from Macromolecular Resources (Fort Collins, CO). As described by Starkey et al. (1999), we synthesized an ultraviolet light photoactivatable crosslinker based on the peptide 11 sequence by replacing the tyrosine in the peptide 11 ligand with 4-benzoyl-L-phenylalanine. We also added a biotinylated lysine residue at the N terminus of the peptide, and included three glycine residues as a spacer between the biotinylated residue and the peptide 11 sequence to facilitate avidin binding. Bovine serum albumin (BSA, heat shock fraction IV) was purchased from Boehringer Mannheim (Indianapolis, MN). Glycine was purchased from Gibco Life Technologies, and Tris was purchased from Bio-Rad (Hercules, CA). All other chemicals were from Sigma Chemicals Co. (St. Louis, MO). For biopanning, 60 mm Falcon® bacteriological Petri dishes (Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ) were used. Immulon® 2HB 96 well plates used for direct phage binding assay were from Dynex Technologies, Inc. (Chantilly, VA). Positively charged Primaria® and standard Falcon® tissue culture (Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ) microtitre plates were used for the direct peptide interaction ELISA assays as indicated elsewhere.

Screening of the phage display peptide library

Screening of the phage display peptide library for peptide inserts exhibiting binding activity for laminin-1 was based on standard protocols described elsewhere (Smith & Scott, 1993). Two hundred micrograms of mouse laminin-1 in 2 ml of 0.1 M NaHCO₃ buffer was adsorbed to the surface of a 60 mm polystyrene Petri plate (Falcon®) during an incubation of ten hours at 4°C in a humidity chamber with constant agitation. The plates were then blocked by incubation with 5 mg/ml dialyzed BSA (heat shock fraction IV, Boehringer Mannheim, MO) in 0.1 M NaHCO₃ buffer, before being washed seven times with 2 ml TTBS (Tris buffered saline containing 0.5% Tween-20). For the first round of selection, an aliquot of the phage display library representing \( 5 \times 10^{12} \) phage was added to the plate. In consecutive rounds, aliquots of 30 to 50 ml of amplified phage \( \sim 10^{10} \) PFU/µl from the previous round were used. The aliquots of amplified phage were added in TTBS, and unbound phage were removed with seven washes of 2 ml TTBS. Bound phage were eluted using 0.1 M HCl-glycine, pH 2.2, for five minutes with agitation. Eluted phage were immediately transferred to a fresh tube, and the solution was neutralized by addition of 1 M Tris. Eluted phage were amplified and repanned on immobilized laminin-1. This procedure was repeated three times. In rounds 4, 5 and 6, we applied two consecutive specific elutions at neutral pH. These consisted of an elution with 700 µg/ml mixture of heparan sulfates (50: 50 (w/w)) from bovine kidney and bovine lens capsule in TBS, followed by an elution using 5 mM peptide 11 in TBS. The combined specific selection cycle was repeated two more times, to give a total of six rounds of phage selection and amplification. We tested a variety of inorganic buffers to achieve the maximal stringency of washing, and determined that Dulbecco's TPBS (phosphate buffered saline containing 0.5% Tween-20) was the most effective. Therefore, Dulbecco's TPBS was used for the washes in rounds 4, 5 and 6. Eluted phage were amplified in E. coli K-9, and titers of phage were monitored using a standard plaque forming assay. Phage elutions using an irrelevant laminin-1 bioactive peptide, ASTLTE-GRPSAY, and scrambled peptide 11, SRYDDGCIP, were used to assess the specificity of peptide 11 eluted sequences.

ELISA assay for direct binding of phage to laminin-1

The wells of a 96-well Immulon 2HB plate were incubated with 100 µl of a 25 µg/ml laminin-1 in 0.1 M NaHCO₃ buffer for six hours at room temperature, followed by three hours of incubation at 37°C. The wells were then blocked by incubation with 150 µl of 1% BSA in PBS for 12 hours. Phage stocks were titered immediately prior to use. Before adding these to the plate, the phage were diluted in PBS, and then 10⁵, 10⁶ and 10⁷ PFU in 100 µl were added per well. Phage were allowed to bind for ten hours at room temperature. Unbound phage were removed and the plates were washed six times in PBS/0.1% Tween-20. Rabbit anti-M13 antiserum was generously provided by Dr Algirdas Jasiulis, Montana State University. The IgG fraction was purified using immobilized protein A columns (Pierce, Rockford, IL), and was diluted in PBS/1% BSA. The working antibody dilution was determined empirically. One hundred microliters of diluted anti-M13 antibody was loaded per well and allowed to react for four to six hours at room temperature. The plates were then rinsed as described above. Goat anti-rabbit IgG (H + L chain) alkaline phosphatase conjugated antibody (Bio-Rad) was diluted 1:1000 in PBS/1% BSA, and 100 µl was loaded per well and allowed to react at ambient temperature for two hours. The plates were again washed as described above. One hundred microliters enzyme substrate solution (0.5 mg/ml disodium p-nitrophenyl phosphate (Sigma) in 9.8% diethanolamine, 0.5 mM MgCl₂) was added per well, and absorbance readings at 405 nm were taken at several time points from five minutes to
two hours. The effectiveness of binding was determined by taking the ratio of the averages of absorbencies in replicate wells for the phage being tested and for wild-type phage in the 10^{5} PFU/well dilution. Specificity of binding was determined by comparing the "phage/wt" ratios for wells coated with laminin and wells without laminin.

**BLAST searches using mimotope sequences**

BLAST searches were run against the OWL composite database using settings suggested in the online/cited literature as appropriate for a short peptide query sequence. When matches were found, these were evaluated using the probability value assigned by the program. The poor sequence matches had probability values of 0.96 or larger, and the modest matches had probability values between 0.37 and 0.8. Although, it did not affect the ratings we gave these particular matches, we also checked the matching sequences for the presence of residues contributing to the classification of the query sequence as an LBP mimotope.

**Direct binding and crosslinking of the photoactivatable peptide 11 analog to LBP^{205-229} peptide**

Positively charged 96-well Primaria\textsuperscript{a} plates were treated with 100 \textmu l of the LBP^{205-229} synthetic peptide per well at dilutions of 0.5 mg/ml, 0.25 mg/ml, 0.125 mg/ml, and 0.0625 mg/ml in Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline (PBS). Four replicates were used per dilution. The microwell plate was then incubated overnight at 4 °C. After this, the peptide-containing solution was removed from the wells, 150 \textmu l of PBS containing 1% BSA was added to block the plate, and the plate was incubated at room temperature for a further two hours. The blocking solution was then removed, and the plate washed three times with PBS. For the assay, 80 \textmu l of the photoactivatable peptide 11 analog (Starkey et al., 1999), freshly dissolved at a concentration of 0.167 mg/ml in PBS, was added per well. The plate was then subjected to a two minute irradiation with 350 nm long wave UV light (black light) as described by Starkey et al. (1999) to crosslink the peptide 11 analog to any binding sites. The analog-containing solution was then removed and the plate washed three times with PBS. One hundred microliters of a 1:1000 dilution of avidin neutralite (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) in PBS was then added to each well, and the plate was incubated at room temperature for one hour. After the avidin neutralite solution was removed, the plate was washed six times with PBS and 100 \textmu l of a 1:1000 dilution of biotinylated alkaline phosphatase (Bio-Rad) in PBS was added per well. The plate was then incubated for one hour at room temperature. Following removal of the biotinylated alkaline phosphatase and six washes with PBS, 100 \textmu l of p-nitrophenyl phosphate chromogenic substrate was added. The quantity of peptide 11 analog which bound and crosslinked to the LBP^{205-229} peptide was assessed using an ELISA plate reader measuring light absorption at 405 nm. Absorption from wells treated with BSA but no LBP^{205-229} peptide was subtracted from the final readings. Three individual assays were conducted, and each gave similar results. As a specificity control, the laminin-1 peptide, AFSTLEGPRSAy, was used as an irrelevant peptide target for crosslinking by the photoactivatable peptide 11 analog.

**Heparan sulfate binding assay**

Positively charged 96-well Primaria\textsuperscript{a} microtiter plates were coated with heparan sulfate in increasing concentrations in PBS, pH 7.0, and incubated for three hours at room temperature. The residual heparan sulfate solution was then removed, the wells were rinsed three times with PBS and blocked with 1% gelatin (Bio-Rad, ACS grade) in PBS for three hours at room temperature. The gelatin solution was then removed, wells washed seven times and 100 \textmu l of the LBP^{205-229} peptide in PBS (0.5 mg/ml) was loaded per well. The peptide was allowed to bind for 15 hours at room temperature. The wells were then washed multiple times with PBS, and binding of the peptide to heparan sulfate was detected using anti-LBP^{205-229} rabbit antibodies (Landowski et al., 1995b) followed by alkaline phosphatase-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG (H + L chain) (Bio-Rad) (1:1000) in PBS. Chromogenic reaction with p-nitrophenyl phosphate was monitored by absorption at 405 nm. To assess the specificity of LBP^{205-229} peptide binding to heparan sulfate, an irrelevant peptide from the protein kinase C\textsubscript{II} sequence, H-C-(STYTANPEFVIANV-OH) (Calbiochem, San Diego, CA) was used in place of the LBP^{205-229} peptide in this assay. A rabbit antibody specific for this peptide (Calbiochem) was used in place of our rabbit anti-LBP^{205-229} antibody, and the assay was developed as indicated above.

**Cell adhesion inhibition assay**

Ninety-six well microtiter plates (Falcon\textsuperscript{a}) were coated with 100 \textmu l laminin-1 (50 \textmu g/ml in Dulbecco’s’s PBS) and incubated for three hours at 37 °C. The wells were then blocked by addition of 6% BSA solution to give a final concentration of 3% BSA, and were incubated for 15 hours at +4 °C. The wells were briefly rinsed with Dulbecco’ PBS immediately before use. Monodispersed suspensions of cells were obtained using minimal trypsin exposure. 10\textsuperscript{5} cells were loaded per well in serum-free, protein-free medium with or without the QPATEDWSA peptide (100 \mu g/ml) and were incubated in a tissue culture incubator at 37 °C. After set time intervals, unattached cells were removed, the wells were washed twice with serum-free medium, and fresh medium was added. After the end of the adhesion period, medium in all wells was replaced with fresh medium containing MTT (0.25 mg/ml) and incubation was continued for three hours. The medium was then removed and the MTT metabolite was dissolved in DMSO. Absorbency readings were taken at 580 nm using a microtiter plate reader. Sequence specificity for bioactivity of the QPATEDWSA peptide was evaluated by substituting a peptide with scrambled sequence, WAQADSTPE, in the adhesion assay.

**Computer-based modeling of a potential 3D structure for the LBP^{205-229} peptide**

A model for the LBP^{205-229} region was built in a α-helical backbone conformation using the program, InsightII (MSI, Inc.). The initial structure was then energy minimized using the "steepest descents" then "conjugate gradients" algorithms in Discover (MSI Inc.). Since the total energy of the structure was still relatively high and had not converged well, a molecular dynamics simulation was carried out using the Discover software package. The CVFF forcefield was employed for 200 ps of molecular dynamics with steps of 1 fs at 300 K.
Charges and cross terms were omitted from the potentials and harmonic bond stretching potentials were used. The lowest energy structure was then further energy minimized using “steepest descents” followed by “conjugate gradients” algorithms to give a final structure exhibiting a 40-fold reduction in total energy compared to the initial structure. This was considered to be a reasonable potential structure for the peptide.
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